December 6, 2021
AMENDMENT TWO (2)

IFB016VIPC22 (S)- Access Control & Camera Solution for the Virgin
Islands Police Department, St. Croix, USVI

INSERT: Questions and Answers
Question: As it relates to these estimates would cover a need to modify and/or enhance
establish endpoints? Or will the vendors be required to bid services and products for
Access Control Devices, Cameras, etc.?
Answer: The vendor is required to bid for services and products for the access control
and camera solutions.
Question: Are site surveys allowed, or does the agency have releasable documents to
support facility layout, dimensions, field of views, etc.? Can a virtual site survey be
coordinated and conducted?
Answer: Yes, a site survey will need to be completed. We are not able to provide a
virtual site survey.
Question: Regarding SOW requirement #6 (The solution needs to provide the ability to
utilize your cell phone, biometrics, and physical cards as one of the access methods),
does facial recognition apply as well?
Answer: Facial recognition can be an additional feature.
Question: What is the fail-over time standard required, i.e., 3 hrs., 8 hrs., 24 hrs.?
Answer: The fail-over should be done in the least possible time to prevent the loss of
video surveillance. The cameras should be able to store footage on the SD card inside
the camera in the event connectivity is loss to the NVMS. The minimum time should be
1hr.

Question: What category wiring is in place or desired? i.e., Cat 5, Cat 6??
Answer: We currently have Cat 6 wiring in place.
Question: As a respondent to this requirement, is it allowable for vendors to include in
their package a cover page and signed executive memo that provides limited details
regarding a proposed product or solution?
Answer: The vendor needs to provide detailed information regarding the proposed
solution.
Question: As it relates to cameras, can the agency provide additional clarification
regarding # of interior cameras vs. exterior cameras (i.e., PTZ), any specialty camera
installations (i.e., interview rooms), or cameras needed for low-light areas?
Answer: We will need sixteen interior cameras to provide visibility for the sixteen doors.
The external cameras may vary based on the vendor camera capability or position. This
will need to be determined during the site visit with the vendor.
Question: Does the VIPD have a minimum standard for modular intercom units?
Specifically, these units’ range in capability and pricing. Do they want a basic unit, or a
unit that closely integrates to VMS, as well as includes video, two-way comms, and other
features?
Answer: The modular unit should be able to integrate to the VMS and include video and
two-way communication.
Question: Regarding Access cards, does the VIPD have any additional specific
requirements for cards, i.e., size, quality, and durability?
Answer: VIPD is requesting the printable access cards.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
A copy of this amendment must be returned with your bid.

